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Kimberly Anne Coles; Ralph Bauer; Zita Nunes; Carla L. Peterson (Editors). The 
Cultural Politics of Blood, 1500–1900. xvi + 274 pp., figs., index. London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2015. $95 (cloth). 
This collection of essays, edited by former and current professors of English at the University 
of Maryland, is the result of the 2011 conference Bloodwork: The Politics of the Body, 1500-
1900. The authors aim to ‘explore how ideas about ‘blood’ in science and literature have 
supported, at various points in history and in various places in the circum-Atlantic world, 
fantasies of human embodiment and human difference that serve to naturalize existing 
hierarchies.’1 The circum-Atlantic world, it should be noted, is limited here to the Anglo-
Iberian world. The editors argue that this choice has been made due to the similar colonial 
interests and the resulting complex political relationships of England and Spain. However, 
other sea-faring nations with colonial interests and complex political relations with these 
countries, such as the Low Countries, France and Portugal, have not been taken into account.  
In the introduction, the editors claim that the book explores how medical theory concerning 
the nature of blood has been used to naturalize hierarchies of human difference already in 
place, and how it shaped cultural and political agendas. The essays in the first part of the 
book, ‘Race and Stock’, do so only to a limited extent. Although Rachel L. Burk’s discussion 
of the body-book discourse in seventeenth-century Spain draws fascinating parallels between 
the role of documents in the establishment of ‘blood purity’ of books and human beings, the 
role of contemporary medical theory remains underexposed. The same goes for Jean E. 
Feerick’s otherwise interesting essay on the questioning of ‘hereditary race’ in Fletcher and 
Milton’s pastoral plays. Ruth Hill argues that ‘folkbiology’ became harnessed to the ideology 
of Eurocentrism in the early modern Spanish world, but although she invokes recent debate 
                                               
1 http://www.palgrave.com/br/book/9781137338204#aboutBook 
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on the innateness of the human tendency to categorize other humans as kinds, what lacks are 
references to recent work on the early modern development and fluidity of categories of 
plant, animal, and human, and an explanation of the necessity of the neologism ‘folkbiology’. 
Lyndon J. Dominque’s reflection on the tensions between African blood and colonial money 
in eighteenth-century English novels is excellent. He shows how in many of these novels 
blood is a self-reflexive political tool, reinforcing rather than deconstructing notions of 
African (dis)respectability. It would be fascinating to further explore the connections between 
contemporary medical theories of blood and these works.   
The second part of the book focuses on the relation between blood and moral constitution. M. 
Lindsay Kaplan argues that the Jewish somatic inferiority constructed in Medieval theology 
through the anal bleeding of Jewish male bodies as a punishment of God for the crucifiction 
could not be supported by medical theory, but eventually disappeared because of changing 
social structures rather than because of scholarly disqualification. It is a fascinating argument, 
although Kaplan wrestles with the anachronistic use of the term ‘scientific’. Anna More’s 
piece on sensory perception and desire in Sor Juana’s seventeenth century ‘First Dream’ 
poem is interesting, but seems to have little to do with the central topic of the volume. 
Hannah Spahn’s chapter on blood and character in early African American literature by 
contrast contains a meticulous analysis of the intersections of medical and metaphorical 
understandings of blood in this genre.  
The third part of the book focuses on the medicalization of the political body. Robert 
Appelbaum convincingly argues that William Harvey’s discovery of the circulation of blood 
in 1626 did not only thoroughly change the medical understanding of blood, but also heavily 
influenced Hobbes’s and Burton’s ideas about the body politic. Subsequently, Staffan Müller-
Wille explores why the concept of human variety, which formed the basis for the concept of 
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race, only played a minor role in Linneaus’s physiological and medical ideas about the 
human body. James Downs discusses the meanings of ‘blood’ and ‘bloody’ in sources 
describing the Civil War and Reconstruction, and the shocking lack of accounts of the blood 
of blacks that was shed in this period. The book closes with an interesting essay by David 
Sartorius, who links changing concepts of blood, race, and political allegiance in nineteenth-
century Cuba to one another, using theories from semantics as well as the history and 
philosophy of science.  
This volume definitely has its merits, although a historian of science may feel that it lacks 
links to relevant recent work in the field, both in terms of historiography and bibliography. 
This can be explained from the background of the authors: of the fifteen contributors, only 
three seem to identify as historians or historians of science. However, for anyone interested in 
how ideas about blood, medical and otherwise, were historically reflected in literature in the 
Anglo-Iberian Atlantic world, this book with its list of suggested further reading forms an 
excellent starting point. 
 
 
  
 
